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FIGURE 1 . The end joint, as viewed from the edge of a 1 -inch board. The dotted lines
show how the top and bottom truncations will be removed when dressed to 25 32 inch,
leaving a 1 :6 scarf joint at each surface.
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FIGURE 2. Typical breaks in end-jointed southern pine when tested to destruction in
a timber-testing machine. Due to slight brashness, the first two beams broke entirely in
the wood. Although the third beam broke partially along the joint, the rough nature of
the break shows that the glue joint was strong enough to tear out pieces of wood.



will usually break without rupturing
the joint. Such breaks in the wood are
shown in the first two beams in Figure
2. Small square beams of this type
give approximately the same strength
regardless of whether the joint is placed
flatwise or edgewise before breaking.
As a demonstration of joint strength,
Figure 8 shows a dressed 1 X 4 bent
down under the weight of three men.

Joint strength ia preservative-
treated wood. Preservative-treated
wood that has had the excess solvent
removed by the solvent-recovery process
can be satisfactorily end jointed with
this new joint. End joints in such wood 1

gave bending strengths nearly 80 per
cent as great as that of solid wood.

Since preservative-treated wood is de-
signed to serve under extreme exposure
conditions, the wet strength of any
glued joint is of great importance. Some
of the treated beams were saturated
with water and tested wet. Preliminary
results show that with a good, water-
proof glue very satisfactory wet
strengths are obtained.

METHODS j CUTTING d
GLUING the JOINTS

The joints used in this study were cut
with a two-winged solid cutter mounted
on a spindle shaper. The boards to be
jointed were held in a simple wooden
jig designed for this purpose. The joints
were cut by pushing the jig past the
cutterhead with the edge of the jig held
against the shaper collar (title illustra-
tion). No troublesome burning of the
narrow tips of the cutterhead has been
experienced.

In production the joints could be cut
on a single-end tenoner or on a flooring
endmatcher with a glue spreading at-
tachment. Since this joint is reversible,
both halves of the joint can be cut on
the same cutterhead and the joint made

1 Copper-naphthenate treated lumber was
furnished through courtesy of C. L. Brice
of Brice Wood Preserving Corp., Archer,
Fla.; and J. A. Greenwald of the CuprinolCo., Tampa, Fla.

to fit perfectly by turning one board
over and pushing it endwise against the
other. For a moderate rate of produc-

tion, a single-end tenoner may be used.
High speed production would require
a complete flooring endmatcher with a
glue-spreading attachment on each ma-
chine.

Strong joints have been obtained with
resorcinol, phenolic, and urea type res-
in glues. Most of the joints tested have
been hot pressed. Preliminary results,
however, indicate that satisfactory joints
can be made by curing the glue for a
sufficient length of time at normal room
temperature. In either event, it is not
necessary to hold end pressure on the
joint. Once the joint has been forced to-
gether endwise, it holds its position if
top pressure is applied with a press

having slightly roughened surfaces.
This fact simplifies the design of pro-
duction-type machinery to press and

cure the joint.

ERRORS l AVOID i DESIGNING
SIMILAR END JOINTS

It is believed that the present joint
will have many uses; however, a manu-
facturer may want a joint that, although
similar to this, is varied for some spe-
cial purpose. In designing such joints,
the common causes of weakness will be
avoided by the following precautions:

1. Do not have a truncated tip at or
near the surface of the board. The
greatest strength is obtained by having
a rather low-angle scarf extend to the
surface. If the joint is well glued, this

scarf will dress to a neat appearing joint;
if poorly glued it will show a bad joint
after surfacing, and can be readily re-
jected for uses requiring high strength.

2. Do not have broad tips on the fin-
gers'. The 0.062 inch tips on this joint
seem quite satisfactory. Rounded' tips
0.080 inch wide have also been used
with no great reduction in. strength.

8. Have as few truncated tips as
possible. The present arrangement of
three scarfs and two truncated tips
seems to be the best combination for
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FIGURE 3. An end-jointed 1 4 supporting 535 pounds over a 4-foot span. The
1 -4 had been dressed to standard size (25 32"- 3-5 8'). It should be noted that
there is an end joint between the feet of each man.


